
Scripting Languages

Python – course 2

Conf.Dr. Diana Trandabat



Reading input from keyboard

input function - the program flow will be stopped until the
user has given an input and has ended the input with the
return key.

The text of the optional parameter, i.e. the prompt, will be
printed on the screen.



Reading input from keyboard

name = input("What's your name? ")

print(“Hi" + name + "!!!")

age = input(“How old are you?")

print(“Oh, you are " + age + " years old, " + name + "!")



Reading input from keyboard

The input is interpreted:

- If the user puts in an integer value, the input
function returns this integer value.

- If the user inputs a list, the function will return a list.



Type of input - Exercise

For the previous program, print the type of the input
for the name and age variables.

Use the type function (see course 1)

What type is the age variable? It is right?



Type of input - Exercise

For the previous program, print the type of the input
for the name and age variables.

Use the type function (see course 1)

The age variable is a string (“str”). To make it integer
you can use

age = eval(input(” How old are you?”))

or

age = int(input(” How old are you?”))



Exercise

• Ask the user for a number

• If the number equals to 42, say it is “Correct”

• Else say it is wrong



Exercise

• Ask the user for a number

• If the number equals to 42, say it is “Correct”

• Else say it is wrong

• Now tell the user if the number he entered is too large 
or too small, when compared to 42

– Hint: The comparison operators you’ll need are < 
and > 



While

• What if we want to do checks until something
happens?

• The while loop repeats commands until its criteria
are met

i = 1

while i<6:

print(i)

i += 1



While - Break

With the break statement we can stop the loop even if
the while condition is true

i = 1

while i<6:

print(i)

if i == 3 :

break

i += 1



While - Continue

With the continue statement we can stop the
current iteration, and continue with the next

i = 0

while i < 6:

i += 1

if i == 3:

continue

print(i)



Exercise

• Write a small game using while: take a number, and
make the user guess it. Tell him if it‘s too high or too
low. If the user gets it right, the program terminates.

• If the user tried 3 times and didn’t guess, say “Better
luck next time!”. If he guessed, congratulate him.



Exercise

• Write a small game: take a number, and make the
user guess it. Tell him if it‘s too high or too low. If the
user gets it right, the program terminates.

• If the user tried 3 times and didn’t guess, say “Better
luck next time!”. If he guessed, congratulate him.

Hint: you can get a random number by putting at the very
begging of your program
import random
And then generate the number with
number = random.randint(0, 10)



Reading a file

• Use the open() command

• Parameters

– ‘r’ reading

– ‘w’ writing

– ‘x’ executing

– ‘a’ append

– ‘r+’ reading and writing to the same file



File handling

path = ‘/path/to/file.txt’

file = open(path,’r’)

Or directly

file = open(‘file_name’,’r’)

The opening mode, if missing, will be ‘r’ by default

Closing the file => always a good practice

file.close()



File handling

file.read()

#return the content of the file as a string

Or

while file:

line = file.readline()

# reads one line at a time

print (line)

file.close()



File handling

To ensure that the file is automatically closed, one can 
use with() command

with open(‘file_name’, ‘r’) as f:

file_content = f.read()

Then there is no need to use the close() command.



Using regular expressions

import re

if search(substring, fullstring):

print (“found”)

#substring is your regular expression

#fullstring is the text you are searching in

Or

matched = re.search(substring, fullstring)



Using regular expressions

m = re.match(r"(\w+) (\w+)", "Isaac Newton, physicist")

m.group(0)       # The entire match

m.group(1)       # The first parenthesized subgroup.

m.group(2)       # The second parenthesized subgroup



Exercise

• White  a python program that searches in a 
file for dates, in as many formats as possible.

• The file should contain a Wikipedia snippet 
containing dates in different formats.

• Use regular expressions for finding dates.



Great! See you next time!
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